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saarinen 60" oval marble tulip
dining table
$2,299.00
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Description

Sandlake | Saarinen 60" Oval Tulip Dining Table
Mirroring the uncomplicated shape and classic design of Saarinen's oval Tulip Table, this
replica dining table provides all the beauty and function of its iconic counterpart. In the late
1950s, designer and architect Eero Saarinen set out to solve a specific design problem when
creating this hallmark table design, "The underside of typical chairs and tables makes a
confusing, unrestful world. I wanted to clear up the slum of legs." The result-his simple yet
elegant "legless" pedestal Tulip Table - a must-have piece revered by modern design lovers
the world over.

Features & Benefits
Generous 60" size allow for mid-size gatherings and comfortable seating of up to 6
guests.
Oval shape encourages intimate conversation and passing of dishes from all sides.
Pedestal base allows for ample foot space of each guest and use with replica
Saarinen Chair and many dining side chairs.
Thick 3/4" top with bevel-edge provides easy-clean dining surface and luxurious
aesthetics.
Heavy molded aluminum base, powder-coated in abrasion-resistant finish for
durability.
Selection of imported Marble or US-sourced, fine Quartz. All of our quartz top series
are made in the USA and made to order. We use only real quartz slabs simliar
to Caesarstone.

Exacting Look
With Saarinen's mission in mind, we created our reproduction table to reflect the authenticquality and expert craftsmanship inherent in the original design. It features the same legless
design with slender pedestal base and smooth marble top in classic oval shape.

Attainable Price Point
While the original's price far exceeds many modern design enthusiast's budgets, our replica
of the Tulip Table has all the classic features and premium craftsmanship as the original at a
much more manageable price point. Among other reproductions, the materials and expertise
used to create our products are top quality. This allows enjoyment and ownership of a classic
modern piece without sacrificing quality for attainability.

Heirloom Quality
Boasting an inviting persona and museum-worthy status, this best-selling dining table is sure
to become an heirloom within your family. The table's timeless design and quality
craftsmanship will be loved and enjoyed for generations to come.

Accommodating Size & Shape
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The table's generous size allows for seating of up to six guests comfortably making it an
inviting spot for family gatherings in the home or a meeting spot in the office. The table's oval
shape allows for intimate conversation and sharing of dishes during meals. Pair with our Tulip
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Chair, a replica of the Saarinen Chair, for a seamless look and function.

Color Options
Versatile color options allow the table to meld with many decors. The table's white color
option provides a crisp clean look ideal for light and airy dining and work spaces. While the
table in black offers a dramatic look in moody surroundings such as the formal dining room
or upscale meeting room. Contrasting marble veining on both color selections adds interest
and movement to any space.

About the Designer
With his positive, forward-thinking outlook famed architect and modernist Eero Saarinen
created iconic furniture designs to solve everyday problems during his highly lauded career
from the early 1930s through early 60s. He sought to elevate one's existence through
architecture and design with great award-winning success. Along with his acclaimed Tulip
Table, Saarinen created many instantly-recognizable furniture designs from the Womb Chair
to the Saarinen Executive Chair collection.

Special Care Instructions
Please note, while marble is a hard surface it is still porous and prone to stains and
abrasions. To clean, avoid use of harsh acidic or abrasive cleaning solutions. Use damp
soapy sponge for general clean up of top and base. For stubborn stains, use a marble
cleaner or poultice paste.

Additional Information
SKU

S124906

Dimensions

28.75"H x 60"W x 40"D
Top and base ship unassembled. Simply bolt
the top to the base with hardware and tools
included.

Size

60" (60 inch)

Top Material

Marble/Granite

Shape

Oval

Inspired by Designer

Eero Saarinen

Designer Brand

Saarinen

Type

Reproduction

Style

Mid-Century Modern
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